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RESEARCH
There are multiple ways of gathering research, thats a given. It’s how to make sense of it all and put it 
into some kind of context to be utilised, thats the real trick. I obviously have experience when coming 
to research, as I needed to a lot through BA Graphic Design, but now at MA level I need to be more 
thorough. Ladies and gentlemen, I present my Research Strategy.

BOOKS
JOURNALS
NEWSPAPERS
WEBSITES
BLOGS
INDUSTRY
INTERVIEWS
FORUMS



THE BOOK
A primitive piece of “technology,” people used to go to Libraries and look through large amounts of 
text manually, the neanderthals. Ok, I jest. Books are such a good way of research, I seem to have 
(and a lot of people in my generation sure have) underestimated the power and depth a book can 
contain. This goes the same for journals, however journals have an advantage of being updated 
regularly. Newspapers are another physical means of research but cannot always give a balanced 
view.

Obviously the library is a very good place to start looking, and being in London means that I have 
access to a whole load of resources and multiple libraries. 
As well as the library the world of online shopping for books can be amazingly cheap. As long as you 
don’t mind a second hand book that’s slightly dog eared. You can still read everything, such a good 
way of getting cheap books, especially from amazon.co.uk and play.com as they offer free postage.



BOOKS - READING LIST
I have began to start a reading list of the books that will aid me in my study. 
The library at Ravensbourne has a site where the list can be created really easily by selecting the 
books you want.
I am looking at books about:
interactivity, user experience, navigation, digital advances, future technological predictions.
Possibly find sources about human interaction and interface design to delve into the depths of social 
impact on technology and usability. 
The above image shows a few books that intend in obtaining and reading for my research.
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THE INTERNET
The biggest thing since sliced bread! Well, maybe a bit of an understatement.
Bringer of the digital world, the internet has created so many new platforms in the way in which we 
can consume information. Websites such a Stumble Upon, create new ways of finding out information 
in the subject you are studying. It generate similar websites, so may find things that are tricky to search 
for.

I am very used to researching online, I have already created bookmark folders for the different units 
of the course. This is such a good way of saving data to come back and analyse later. Websites have 
the advantage over books as they can be updated in real-time making them as updated as possible. 
However the downside to the web is to be careful where your resource from, don’t believe everything 
you read, this should apply to everything in general as well. Always questioning is the epitome of 
learning and development.



THE INTERNET - BOOKMARK ORGANISATION
A way of researching efficiently with the web is to utilise the function of book marking. This is 
something I have been doing for years now for coursework research as well as for pleasure. However 
it is something I have abused on the lines of organisation. I just used to have a massive pile of links 
in very vague folders, most of the time I would get lazy and just put links into any old folder, which 
was useless to my learning. I have spent a small amount of time going through my bookmarks and 
creating more specific folders for my links to go into. I have done this for all of my links now so that 
I can use the Internet to its maximum when it comes to research and play. I may create a folder for 
unread articles, which would be for articles I find but at the point have no time to read them. This way 
I would compile a “timeline of reading” meaning its something that would add more process to what I 
need to consume. 

Figure 1 - Example bookmark categories



THE BLOG
The blog is a very useful place in which I can display what I have researched or in the middle of 
creating. It’s a brilliant place where I can display my own identity. 
My breakdown of how I use the blog:
Obtain article > breakdown and analyse> How is this useful to me?> categorise > post 
online
The blog itself is manifesto on the lines of that it provides my own analysis and viewpoints. This is turn 
lays down what my interests are in my particular subject and what I want to do to make a difference 
using interactivity. The best part about the blog is the usefulness of being able to categorise what I 
have done. At a later date I can come back and go through my research. It also provides a working 
bibliography for all texts that I have studied. 

Figure 2 - Blog Process
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SMARTPHONE
Recently I purchased a HTC Desire HD smartphone. The phone is amazing due its capabilities of tying 
up a lot of different data sources. I can access the internet, my emails, phone calls and texts all from 
one device. It also allows me to take notes and also search for particular data when I need to. This 
truly makes my work portable compared to a laptop, as it has 3G to go on the internet pretty much 
anywhere.
I feel more “connected” to the world as it allows me to pretty much intereact with many different 
digital data, such as having the ability of viewing pdfs on such a small device. 



INDUSTRY
I have started to compile a list of companies that are relevant in the field of work I want to get into. 
I am creating a list of companies names, with addresses and websites. I plan on creating a list of 
questions to approach whoever I can and get as much information about what kind of skills they 
are looking for, for potential employees also to gain insight into professional predictions to what the 
interactive industry is doing. 



THE INTERNET - FORUMS
For trying to acquire interviews or speak to people in the industry directly I plan on starting to post 
a lot more on forums to see what the general public know and also if they have contacts to get me 
an interview. Also it may be possible to talk to someone in a high position through the forums. My 
favourite and most effective way of doing this is going by the site QBN. Usually people post answers 
or information to your questions in a matter of minutes. This is such a good place to start as people 
are much more efficient at finding results than google. Interacting with people is just the best way.

HEY, I’VE GOT A QUESTION
???????????

WHAT’S UP?

HELP ME!!!!!
OK

:D



PHYSICAL FOLDERS
I find that putting documents into to folders rather therapeutic. This is something I should have been 
doing properly for the past few years, but I have finally been able to due to a good amount of space 
allocated to these physical items in my room. I find it highly important now to use multiple folders for 
multiple subjects. I have four big folders that I use for my work. This can range from notes taken in 
lectures and seminars to articles and examples of work that inspires me. I sub catagorise the folders in 
order to find what I’m looking for quickly. I feel keeping physical notes can trigger off memories better 
than digital in the sense of remembering back to a particular doodle on the side of the page that 
brings you back to the do of that particular seminar for example. 



CAUSES FOR CONCERN
I have a few worries about what I am trying to do this year. I am fairly concerned about what I can 
realistically learn this year. I want to get into programming and developing to some extent so that 
I can start to properly experiment and build interactive experiences but as I have not a lot of prior 
knowledge I realise there is a lot to take on. My reason for being here is that I loved to experiment 
with interactivity but I came to Ravensbourne to expand on those ideas, I just need to look in the 
right direction to obtain the skills or get a good knowledge of what kind of skills are needed for each 
project. So I need to stay forever mindful!

:(
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LEGO BRICKS
So, that was my most common ways of researching, and as you can see they are a tad disjointed. This 
is where I want to explain how each of the sections fits together. 
I’ve always loved the idea of creating a digital presence where I can display my working progress. The 
Learning Log (blog) is the place which I have no grown to post what I am doing. I have so far created 
three blogs for the projects I have had since starting at Ravensbourne. Ultimately everything I do, I 
want to get onto my online space. By using the process shown above, I can create a thorough piece 
of research. The methods that surround it just give me a plan in advanced about what I am going 
to do. Some of them conventional and others more different, we are all different so there is no right 
or wrong way to do this, its just about how efficient you are when researching that counts. Anyway, 
everything fits together nicely, just like lego, bringing a versatile and adaptable research strategy. 


